
Introduction
For many people, proof reading is not an easy task. It cannot be assumed therefore, that when a

particular *oti fu-ity or spelling rule has been taught' the student will automatically recognise an
error and be able to correct it.

Just as the aim in Remedial Spelling has been to give the hand practice in writing words correctly'
the eyes must be given structured praJtice in recognising errors and the brain must be programmed
to know what to do about them. Put It Right will provide that practice'

The mistakes are numerous, so that some, at least, will be obvious to most students who have
covered the parallel work in Remedial Spelling. The mistakes are the fault of someone else' rol the
student. Therefore no pain and shame ari attached to them. These are the feelings that many adults
with spelling problems have, when confronted with their own written work' It is the author and
printei whJ siand to be corrected and with every wrong word discovered and put right' the
confidence of the student slowly increases.

Proof reading passages shoutd not be used until the Reinforcement section of a group of words- has
been reached, unless istudent has moved through the early Test Passages without difficulty' Then'
the first stages of Put It Right can be used for homework. This will gradually improve proof reading
skills and confidence, and also provide evidence that the student can not only record words correctly'
but recognise errors.

Proof Reading Skills
A variety of techniques are suggested for proof reading, but I believe that those who have spelling

difficultiei, need to be given guidJtines that make sense to them. As the skills of the student improve'
different strategies miy be idopted, but to start with safe, secure methods need to be used'

The following guidelines may be helpful:
(a) Read passage through aloud for meaning. Do not let the eyes just glide over it'
(b) Read with a penciUbiro in the hand following each word as it is read' This will help the

student to spoi words that have been omitted, because the voice alone may put these in and the
eyes will be deceived.

(c) The voice and pencil will falter if the punctuation is wrong' Punctuation is a vital part of
meaning.

(d) Re-read for spelling errors. Hopefully, warning bells will ring over wrong spellings and
misuse of words. EvEn if corrections cannot be made, the spoffing of errors is a good sign and
should be encouraged.

Teaching Points
These have been mainly gathered together in word family and spelling rule groups' It would be

wise if the tutor could become familiaiwith the relevant points before each session, in order that
work can be flexible to meet the student's needs and random recognition of errors'

Re-read with the student, tracking the passage through and either approving corrections made' or
discussing remaining mistakes. Link words to groups to provide triggers for the student's memory
and if a second wordln a particular family is wrong in the passage, use the first word as a triggeq eg'
Proof Reading 2a - \f 'Queen' is wrong, followed by 'beef further down in the passage, remind
student that'beefl is in the same family as'Queen'and encourage until'ee'is remembered'

If 'sweets' is not corrected, use both 'Queen' and 'beef as triggers'

Proof Reading Own Work
From section l0 the student will be asked to provide written work' The integration of proof reading

skills into correcting own work, is vital.
It would be of positive value if an appropriate dictionary and pocket thesaurus could be available

at these sessions to improve the student's skills in using aids.
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Proof Reading la

l5 west road,
sandwich
Kent CT5 526
4-8- 1988

The Manager,
S.E. Electricity.
Maidstone, Kent.

Dear Sir,
Thank you for the electrick bill. it is so prompt

that I have no cach
I will sall my trompit and sed you the money,

but I am ill in bad with mups at the moment. when
the lums and bups have gone and I have get the
cach in the bah I will sent it to you.

Yours truly
nick smith.
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Proof Reading l6a

On Febuary 30th, there wos a serous discusion on telvision about the carniverous
anmal roming threw the countyside No-one has seen the mysterous creatre, but
everone knows its aroud becos of the sheep, rabits, dogs and cats that are being
attaked, kiled and eatn

Volunters has been organisd too wotch the publick footparths neer the
woods, particlarly dureing the school holdays. small childen culd as easly be
attaked as a lam, or a rabit and thay wuld be quiet unconscous of how dangrous
the woulds had becum

a number of teenagers wonted to join the volunters and their wos quiet an
arguement when thay wer told that thay wer to yung. it wos the excitment thay
wer arfter and the plice wer afrad their wuld be to much excitment!

telvision and newpaper reporters are anxous not to miss enything and are
siting aroud in there vans and cars hopping to cach a glimse of the carniverous
creatre.
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